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SHOUT OUT! 

 
To all the developers who make these games possible and their 
immense talents! Please visit their page to check out their other 
games and support them to provide you with more games in the 
future! 
 

PORNPAN 

https://www.patreon.com/PornPan 

STRATEGY 

 

This guide will do its utmost to make sure your journey through the 
game as painless as possible. I aim to give you the best decisions for 
each variable and let you make your own wherever possible.  

 

Warning! – This game has adult content, please make 

sure you are of legal age in your country. 

  

 

Stat Points 

 

[CharacterName+/-] Love Points gained/lost per character. 

[Event Trigger] Triggers that affect dialogues, scenes and choices. 
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Café 

1. Lay down like this for a while.    [Tw_Cisney+1] 

Bedroom Door 

2. Give it a look.      [M_+1] 

Kitchen 

3. Accept the challenge.     [Tina+1] 

Train Station 

4. What the fuck is that outfit then.    [Ruby+1] 

5. Insist she stays.      [M_+1] 

6. YES MA’AM.      [GM_+1] 

7. Lie.        [Tw_Cisney+1] 

1. Beat him up and call the police.    [G_+1] 

2. Tell her.       [Tina+1] 

3. Cum in joghurt bowl.     [Ruby+1] 

1. Let’s do this.      [Ruby+1] 
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2. No thanks. (Unless you are a Tier 3 Patreon) 

3. Of course!       [M_+1] 

4. Okay, fine.       [GM_+1] 

Note: If you obtained [M] =3, then [Midchange+1]. 

Note: #1 is only for those who obtained [M] >=2. 

1. I’m gonna do it here.     [M_+1] 

Note: #2 is only for those who obtained [Tw]>=2. 

2. I miss you though.      [Tw_Cisney+1] 
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